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Compressed Air Event Report
or

A Rainy Day in Muncie Town
by Ron Boots

 Yes, the attendance at this year’s SAM
Champs was down and so were the C/A event
entrants.  Still, the enthusiasm level was high.  We
had great weather all week, but rain was forecast for
Friday—the day our C/A mass launch event and
3-flight event were scheduled.

 So—we rescheduled the C/A events for
Thursday, only to be confronted by a C/A contestant
who said that (1) he had a full flying day on
Thursday and (2) the Friday rain was canceled.  So
we gave in and went back to our original Friday
schedule.

 Well, you probably know what happened.  It
not only rained Friday, but the wind was blowing
pretty good too!  Worse yet, when the 10 o’clock
mass launch time came there were only two
contestants ready to fly.  I pumped up—regardless
of the weather problem I was going to fly (no
guts—no glory, right?).

 The other contestant (probably a bit smarter
than me) chose not to risk his plane.  Further, I had
Jim Sprenger’s great flyer to be proxy flown, but I
chose not to risk it either, so it stayed in the travel
box.  Nonetheless, at 10 a.m. Friday your intrepid
C/A event sponsor launched his new original design.

 Let’s digress a moment.  You remember how
your tissue sagged when sprayed with water or
alcohol in order to get a nice taut finish when it
dried?  That liquid was sprayed on lightly, but the
existing rain conditions acted differently and my
model was pretty saturated when I launched—but
launch I did, and I got a decent 26 second flight.
Not much for bragging rights, but at least I flew.
And guess what—only flyer or not, I flew and, of
course, won first place.

 Now, fast forward a few hours, and the flyer
who said “no rain on Friday” showed up and flew in
the 3-flight event.  Mind you, it’s still wet, but down

to a drizzle—so I flew two flights, but my dried-out
plane was pretty wet again so that was it—but I won
another first place!

 Only two flyers flew—the proxy plane
stayed in its box and the event was over.  Hardly
very much to brag about, but we had fun—in spite
of being pretty wet ourselves.

 Now let me close on a brighter note.  Having
sponsored the C/A events for four years, I can’t say
that the results are as good as I had hoped for.  But
I can report that help is coming from two important
areas.  First, you probably have heard that
Aeromodeller is being resurrected.  Martyn
Cowley, a former Aeromodeler writer and editor,
now lives in an adjoining city and we talk and fly
together at our “Grassy Knoll” field.

 Well, Martyn borrowed and photographed
my rather extensive C/A motor collection and
included them in a very good article about the
compressed air evolution.  It is believed that this
article will be in an early issue of Aeromodeller.
This should reach a good audience of potential
builders and flyers.

 Second, Free Flight Quarterly, that great
publication printed in Australia, has published a
very comprehensive edition devoted to compressed
air.  This “special” publication will truly impress
you and possibly motivate you to become active
with C/A.  The price is $25, and well worth it!

Where to get a copy?

1. Use the Free Flight Quarterly website:
freeflightquarterly.com/wordpress/?pageid-5

2. Or (maybe easier), contact:
 Chris Stoddart
 8400 Woodrook Dr.
 Knoxville, TN 37909
 Email:  chris.stoddart@gmail.com

 So, as I prepare for the fifth annual SAM
Champs Compressed Air Event, I look forward to
seeing many new participants in this really exciting
event.
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Above - Tom Boice's Lanzo
Right - Fred Mulholland retrieves wife Barbara's

Bomber - (Tom Ryan)




